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Diesel Duck® put to good work at large Vegetable Farm
The Problem
James Foskett Farm get through up to 15,000 litres of diesel every week and
Simon Pink reported that they’ve spent around £5,000 on fuel filters in just
one month! Clearly there was a problem with the fuel on site and in their
agricultural vehicles.
They hired the Diesel Duck® for an immediate solution to the problem ahead
of discussing the Diesel Drake® for a more permanent fuel management
routine.

Testimonial
As a large vegetable farm, it’s imperative our equipment is fully functional
24/7. With the increasing fuel filter failures, we knew we had to act fast.

Diesel Duck®

The Diesel Duck® was a quick and simple solution to allow us to dewater
multiple tanks. Across the course of the week, we cleaned our main tank and
around 14 vehicle tanks, astonishingly we got around 25 litres of water out
from just one tank - the drain pump on the Duck just kept going!!

Fully portable
fuel management

The Duck is simple to use, robust and is easily moved around for various
tanks. The hire process was simple and I would recommend the product.
Simon Pink - James Foskett Farms

Available for purchase
or rent
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Diesel Duck®
* Portable, lightweight carry-on case * Self-contained, will dewater/clean over 750 litres on its own power *Up
to 1 hour use on own battery *Supplied with flying leads to connect to external battery * Removes water
* Removes contaminants through washable stainless steel suction filter * 12 volt * Around 15 litres per minute
pump * Simple to use with quick release couplings * Can be used without an external power supply *
* Manufactured in the UK *
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